
Hillesden Hamlet and Church End Conservation Areas

HILLESDEN HAMLET AND CHURCH END CONSERVATION AREAS
Designated 18th July 1990

The village of Hillesden is located in an isolated and almost featureless landscape, some three
and a half miles south of Buckingham. It comprises three quite distinct parts: the tiny Hillesden
hamlet just off the Buckingham to Brill Road; a larger part known as Church End,
approximately one mile south east of Hillesden hamlet, and a small ribbon of modern houses
which straddle the roadside midway between the other two areas, known as The Barracks. 
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Hillesden Hamlet and Church End Conservation Areas

The main part of the village, is at Church End, on a small hill which dominates the surrounding
flat farmland. It is entered by a single narrow lane which winds eastward from the
Buckingham/Brill Road before culminating at Church Hill and Home Farms. This part of the
village is dominated by the Grade I Listed Church of All Saints. The Church is of fifteenth
Century origin, and was restored by the Abbey of Nutley in 1493. It stands on the site of an
earlier twelfth Century church which was endowed to that order in 1195 and, indeed,
incorporates twelfth Century masonry in its foundations. The church was restored in 1874 by
the famous Architect Sir George Gilbert-Scott (one of many Churches for whose restoration he
was responsible).

Immediately to the east of the Church and south of Home Farm Lane is a large undeveloped
paddock containing linear earthworks. These earthworks are all that remains of the reputedly
once splendid Hillesden House, home of the Denton family. Both the house and indeed much
of the village, were burned to the ground by the Parliamentarian forces following their
successful siege of the village during the English Civil War. Although the Duke of Buckingham
subsequently rebuilt a house on the site, it was demolished by the third Duke. The area, which
now contains numerous mature trees, is a site of local archaeological significance. Along its
northern boundary is the private road known simply as Home Farm Lane to the Grade II
Listed Home Farm. This lane once formed a grand avenue which ran east in the direction of
Addington. The road culminates abruptly at Claydon brook and unfortunately most of the
original elm trees which once lined it have been lost. In recent years, replacement trees have
been planted. The remainder of Church End comprises a linear settlement with houses on either
side of a tree and hedgerow lined road. The oldest properties are located on either the western
side of the road, such as the Grade II Listed “Nutley” and “The Old Rectory” or around the
church, such as “Rose Cottage” and numbers 1 to 4 Church End. The name “Nutley” derives
from the Abbey of Nutley and it is reputedly there that the Canon of that Order resided.

Modern development has taken place in the village but this has not detracted from the general
character and appearance of the older parts. The ten houses at Orchard View are separated from
older buildings by a large field and the other modern houses, north of the old School House
and opposite Nutley, are largely screened by tall hedgerows and trees.
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Hillesden Hamlet and Church End  Conservation Areas

Hillesden hamlet one mile north-west of
Church End, comprises just thirteen
properties. It was once known as Chapel
End, after a chapel had been erected there
in 1195 dedicated to St. Margaret. Most
properties are hidden from view to the
passing motorist, due to a ridge in the
land which runs north-south parallel to
the Buckingham/Brill road. Number 1
Hillesden hamlet and the somewhat
isolated “Field Cottage”, a two storey
stone, thatched cottage lie astride the
ridge, whilst the remaining dwellings lie
in a tight grouping on the eastern side.
Although few in number, these buildings
comprise three quite distinct groups. The
first group of houses are situated on the
northern side of the lane and are numbers
1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 Hillesden Hamlet. They
comprise a single detached and two pairs
of semi-detached two-storey brick dwelling houses. A second grouping contains the eighteenth
Century thatched cottages “The Studio”, “Juniper Cottage”, “Rose Cottage” and the somewhat
larger “Plough Farm House”. A third grouping, totally screened from the roadside and
separated from the remainder of the hamlet, by tall hedging comprises three detached modern
dwellinghouses “The Bungalow”, “West Farthing” and “Appletree Corner”.

A fine village pump is located immediately to the rear of ‘The Studio’ on the corner of 
a small Green.

From within the hamlet fine views out across open farmland can be obtained towards the
south, west and south-east.

October 2008
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